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A note on timing in the Tendum system. 

Version 1.0, Tendum version 2.0, okt.1985 
Written by J.vd.L Philips, Nat.Lab, IP0. 

The option 'timing' in the extra-menu, enables measurements of the 
timing of various parts of the Tendum system. The times measured can 
be considered CPU-time only when there is no output from the system. 
If output is selected, then the time needed to give output is 
included. 

First the time needed to fill the database is measured. Because the 
database is only filled at the start of the program, this time is not 
very relevent to the speed of the sys tem. Note that you can not 
measure this time properly if you choose the timing option of the 
menu, because part of the database may already been read before you 
have a chance to activate this item. If you want the correct timing, 
you must use the menu-defaults file. (see the Tendum User 
Documentation version 1.1) 

Second the time to read the grammar ruleconditions and to build the 
'condition'-structure is measured. Again this is not very relevant, as 
the grammar ruleconditions are read only once. In this version of the 
Tend\.Ull system only some syntactic conditions are read, the rules are 
in procedure-form in the program. The new parser now being developed 
should change this, then it is considered to be the time to read the 
grammar-rules. If you w;int this timing, you must use the menu-defaults 
file. 

The next time measured is the first relevant time to measure the speed 
of the system. The time to break an input sentence into words, to look 
up every word in the dictionary, and reading all relevant information 
from the dictionary is determined by the ConvertlnputToWords 
procedure. This time includes scanning the (text-file) dictionary 
NedElf.dat. Note that if an error is found in the input sentence, and 
the user gets a chance to repair the sentence (with the Tendum 
editor), then the time to do this is accumulated with the real 
computation time. 

Then the total time to apply the grammar rule to the list of 
input-words is measured. There is no file access in this part. There 
is a small amount of I/0, writing dots to the screen to indicate the 
progress, but this is done with a special system call, that makes the 
output independend of the running process. So the amount of time spend 
on I/0 should be neglectible. 

Next the time to reduce all EL/F-variants is measured. Reduction is 
done in the procedure BetaReduction. There is no I/0, unless this w;is 
specified with a menu attribute. 
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The translation from EL/F to EL/R requires file 
to find the EL/R expressions for every EL/F 
measured for a single EL/F-variant! The 
AttachELrExpressions. 

access to ElfElr.dat, 
constant. This time is 
procedure timed is 

Next the calculation of the type of an unreduced and a reduced EL/R 
expression is timed. This requires access to the file ElrCons.dat with 
the types of all EL/R-constants 

The epistemic analysis is done on a single EL/R expression. 

Every call to the function EVAL is timed. Eval does not access any 
file, because the database is in main memory. 

The time spend in Planner includes calls to Eval, so if the real t:ime 
spend in Planner is wanted, the timing of Eval must be substracted 
from the timing of Planner. 

Then the timing of Expect is measured. There is no file access here. 

The total time of the DialoguePlanning is the time spend in Planner, 
Expect and the time to do a little administration. 

In the next examples there was no output, not even from Planner. All 
times are CPU-times in steps of 10 mS. Of course there is always 
somebody that doesn't trust these numbers, and repeats the timing. It 
is very unlikely that the same times are found. The reason is that the 
measured CPU-time includes the time to switch fran other processes 
back to the Tendum program. So the time also depends on the amount of 
switching that was done •.••• 
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{ 1} Fill Db took ••••••••••• 590 mS 
•• 1260 mS { 2} Reading the grammar ruleconditions took 

{ the input sentence : } komt de KL402 uit kakabekafalls? 

{ 3 } 
{ 4 } 
{ 5 } 
{ 6 } 
{ 7 } 
{ 8 } 
{ 9 } 
{ 10 } 
{ 11 } 
{ Note 
{ 12 } 
{ 13 } 
{ 14 } 
{ 15 } 

ConvertinputToWords took • • • • • • • • 1650 mS 23% 
Application of the grammar rules took. • • . • • • • 2510 mS 35% 
BetaReduction of all EL/F-representations took • 60 mS 
AttachElrExpressions (Elf--> Elr) took 1360 mS 19% 
Type calculation of an unreduced Elr-representation took 370 mS 5% 
Type calculation of an reduced Elr-representation took. 50 mS 
Epis tem ic analys is took • • 390 mS 5% 
Eval (including Kopie) took ••••••••.•• 370 mS 
Eval (including Kopie) took ••••••••••• 280 mS 
that the second call to Eval comes from the indirect interpretation} 
Planner (including UserModel update) took . 700 mS 
Expect ( including UserModel update) took • . . • • • 10 mS 
DialoguePlanning took • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 720 mS 10% 
Type calculation of an unreduced Elr-representation took 570 mS 

{ the total time used for this sentence is 
3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 14 = 7110 mS 
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{ the input sentence : } welke vliegtuigen komen uit canada? 

{ 3 } 
{ 4 } 
{ 5 } 
{ 6 } 
{ 7 } 
{ this 
{ 8 } 
{ 9 } 
{ 10 } 
{ 11 } 
{ 12 } 
{ 13 } 
{ 14 } 

ConvertinputToWords took •••.••••••• 
Application of the grammar rules took •••••• 
BetaReduction of all EL/F-representations took 
AttachElrExpressions (Elf--> Elr) took 
Type calculation of an unreduced Elr-representation 
variant gave a type-conflict, and is rejected} 

• 1710 mS 19% 
• 2560 mS 29% 

••• 60 mS 
••• 1030 mS 11% 
took 350 mS 4% 

Type calculation of an unreduced Elr-representation took 
Type calculation of an reduced Elr-representation took 

530 mS 6% 
30 mS 
660 mS 7% Epistemic analysis took •••••••• 

Eval (including Kopie) took •.••... 
Planner. ( including UserModel update) took 
Expect (including UserModel update) took 
DialoguePlanning took •.••••••••• 

••••• 1950 mS 
•••• 2000 mS 

••••• 10 mS 
• 2010 mS 22% 

{ the total time used for this sentence is 
3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 14 = 8930 mS 
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{ the input sentence : } steden in amerika? 

{ 3 } ConvertlnputToWords took . . . . . . . . . . . . • 970 mS 4% 
{ 4 } Appl ica t ion of the grammar rules took . . . . . . . . . 1540 mS 6% 
{ 5 } BetaReduction of all EL/F-representations took 20 mS 
{ 6 } AttachElrExpressions ( Elf --> Elr) took. . . . . 730 mS 3% 
{ 7 } Type calculation of an unreduced Elr-representation took 380 mS 1% 
{ 8 } Type calculation of an reduced Elr-representation took 30 mS 
{ 9 } Epistemic analysis took . . . . . . . . . 420 mS 2% 
{ 10 } Eval (including Kopie) took . . . . . . . 19810 mS 
{ 11 } Planner (including UserModel update) took . . . . . 19840 mS 
{ 12 } Expect (including UserModel update) took . . . 10 mS 
{ 14 } DialoguePlanning took . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19860 mS 83% 

{ the total time used for this sentence is 
3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 14 = 23950 mS 
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Same observations: 

if we first reduce the EL/F expression, and then calculate it 
type, then -we can safe a considerable amount of time. 
Beta-reduction takes only a fraction (say 10 to 20 percent) 
of the time to calculate the type of an unreduced expression. 

the last sentence shows a real problem. Eval took almost 20 
seconds to complete, this is more then 80 precent of the 
total analysis-time. 

all I/0 on text-files is expensive in terms of CPU-t:lme. 
Therefor optimalisation on search strategies in dictionaries 
can lead a large reduction of run-time. 

Eval must be improved. A better evaluation algoritme is 
needed. 

J.vd.L okt-1985 
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